Featured Media Hits

**EE News: EPA's spill pales in comparison to everyday mine leaks**
Features SkyTruth’s Map of abandoned mine sites

**Jakarta Post: Government set to improve commercial fishing transparency**
Discusses GFW’s collaboration with the Indonesian government to combat IUU fishing

Print News/Web Sites

**9/4/2015**
**My San Antonio: Settlement over decade-old Gulf oil leak filed in court**
 Discusses Taylor Energy lawsuit settlement and features image by SkyTruth

**Earthworks: Congressional Guide - Hearings on the Gold King Mine / Animas River Disaster**
Features map by SkyTruth

**9/10/15**
**EE News: EPA's spill pales in comparison to everyday mine leaks**
Features SkyTruth’s Map of abandoned mine sites

**9/13/15**
**The Guardian: Chile plans world's biggest marine park to protect Easter Island fish stocks**
Discusses SkyTruth’s work on IUU fishing and monitoring Easter Island

**9/14/15**
**The Louisiana Weekly: The Katrina oil spill disaster - A harbinger for the Atlantic Coast?**
Discusses monitoring of the Taylor Energy leak and features a quote from John

**9/17/15**
**World Fishing & Aquaculture: Big Brother is Watching**
Discusses the Global Fishing Watch partnership, Also printed at FisheryNation.com

**10/19/15**
**Sustain Our Earth: [SkyTruth] Three Decades of Powder River Basin Coal Mining**
Repost of the SkyTruth blog post of 10/29/13

**10/30/15**
**Jakarta Post: Government set to improve commercial fishing transparency**
Discusses GFW’s collaboration with the Indonesian government to combat IUU fishing
10/30/15
Antara News: Govt. to launch Global Fishing Watch
Covers Indonesian government’s announcement of partnership with SkyTruth, Google, and Oceana to share VMS data for Global Fishing Watch.

10/31/15
Center for International Maritime Security: A Post-It Rebel Goes to Sea
Features the GFW map